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How to make your work 
open access:

Jessica Lange | Coordinator, Scholarly 
Communications
jessica.lange@mcgill.ca 

Psst it doesn't have to cost money

This presentation is being recorded

mailto:Jessica.lange@mcgill.ca


 Request you turn video off

 Type any questions into the chat

Zoom housekeeping



Who am I?



 At the end of this webinar, you will be able to:
 State the open access requirements of Canada's and Quebec's major 

funding agencies

 Describe the two primary mechanisms to make work open access

 Describe library services to support open access

Goals



"Open access (OA) literature is digital, online, free of charge, 
and free of most copyright and licensing restrictions."

-Peter Suber 

What is open access? 

https://openaccesseks.mitpress.mit.edu/


 All 3 agencies (SSHRC, NSERC, CIHR)

 Peer-reviewed journal publications are freely accessible 
online within 12 months of publication.

 Accepted manuscript or publisher version

 Grants awarded after May 1, 2015 
 For CIHR, policy applies to grants awarded January 1, 2008

http://www.science.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_F6765465.html?OpenDocument

Tri-Agency Open Access policy

http://www.science.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_F6765465.html?OpenDocument


  Peer-reviewed journal publications are freely accessible 
online within 12 months of publication.

 Grants awarded after April 1, 2019

 Applies to student grants

http://www.frqsc.gouv.qc.ca/en/science-ouverte

FRQ Open Access policy





1. Publish in an open access journal.

2. Publish in a "closed" journal and make a copy open via an 
online, open repository like McGill's eScholarship.

2* ways to make your work open



Different kinds of open access

Journal content is available 
freely.





Locate an open access journal in your discipline:

Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ)
https://doaj.org/ 

https://doaj.org/


$1695 USD

$3580 USD

$330 GBP

$0

Article processing charges (APCs)

Further reading on APC  costs:
PLOS and Transparency (including Plan S Price & Service Transparency Framework)

Grossmann, A., & Brembs, B. (2019). Assessing the size of the affordability problem in scholarly publishing (No. e27809v1). PeerJ 
Preprints. [note this has yet to be peer reviewed]

Solomon, D. J., & Björk, B. C. (2012). A study of open access journals using article processing charges. Journal of the American Society 
for Information Science and Technology, 63(8), 1485-1495.

https://theplosblog.plos.org/2020/10/plos-and-transparency-including-plan-s-price-service-transparency-framework/
https://peerj.com/preprints/27809/
https://doi.org/10.1002/asi.22673


Publisher Discount

15%

$250 USD

50%

20%

20%

10%

40%

Article processing charge discounts

Furher information: 
https://www.mcgill.c
a/library/services/op
en-access/how#apc

https://www.mcgill.ca/library/services/open-access/how#apc
https://www.mcgill.ca/library/services/open-access/how#apc
https://www.mcgill.ca/library/services/open-access/how#apc


 As of January 2021, McGill corresponding authors 
publishing with Sage Choice journals* will have the option 
to make their work made open, at no cost. 

 List of exceptions

 40% discount off Sage Open Access journals

New! 

https://www.mcgill.ca/library/channels/news/mcgill-library-and-sage-open-access-agreement-mcgill-authors-329138
https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/sage-choice-journal-and-pricing-exceptions#Do%20not%20participate


 Applies only to Sage Choice Journals
 i.e. 'closed' Sage journals

 Published January 2021 and after

 Some exceptions 

 Corresponding author at McGill 

 Opt-in system (not automatic)

Sage agreement: Other notes

https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/sage-choice-journal-and-pricing-exceptions#Do%20not%20participate


 McGill corresponding authors publishing in:
 Development

 Journal of Cell Science

 Journal of Experimental Biology 

 May make their research articles and reports open access 
free of charge. 

 More information here.

New! Company of Biologists

https://www.biologists.com/library-hub/read-publish/guide-for-authors/


 McGill corresponding authors

 May make their research articles open access free of 
charge. 

 More information here.

 Exceptions: 
 Karger Kompass journals

 Karger Partner publications

New! Karger publishing: Starting January 1, 2022

http://open-access-agreement-with-karger-publishing-starting-january-1-2022/




Different kinds of open access

Authors of articles post a copy in an open 
repository etc.…



Article 'closed' to non-
subscribers on journal 

website



Accepted manuscript available for 
free on McGill's eScholarship



 No!

 BUT
 Only permitted for certain versions of your manuscript

 Sometimes a delay before the open copy can be made live (i.e. embargo)

 Always read your publishing agreement

 Doesn't this violate copyright?



Archive your versions and your author agreements

Pre-print = Initial 
submission

Accepted manuscript = 
Final version without 
layout

Publisher’s version = Final copy with 
layout

24



What is an accepted manuscript (cont’d)?

Publisher’s version 
• Created by PUBLISHER
• Typically CANNOT be posted to 

repositories

Accepted manuscript
• Saved by RESEARCHER
• Typically CAN be posted to repositories
• Intellectually THE SAME as the 

publisher version

VS



 Is this the proof of your article? 
 No. The proof will have been typeset and copyedited by the journal.  It will 

be a version before this stage. 

 Is it a Word doc? 
 Sometimes. It depends on what file format the publisher wanted you to 

submit your revised manuscript as. But yes, typically this version is more 
likely to be a Word doc. 

 Can I find it in the publisher's system?
 Sometimes. See this online guide for how to locate the accepted 

manuscript in various publisher systems. 

FAQs accepted manuscript

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E8nSWyMwCHyJgiKpwDS6dYK14Efm99Fa2LZ97TG0NXw/edit




 Free and accessible to anyone, anywhere in the world

 Anyone affiliated with McGill can deposit

 Meets Tri-Agency, FRQ OA requirements

 Indexed in Google and Google Scholar

 How to deposit:
 Fill out our online deposit form. 
 We'll check copyright permissions and upload for you (if permitted)
 That's it!

McGill's open repository eScholarship

https://escholarship.mcgill.ca/ 

https://www.mcgill.ca/library/find/escholarship/submit/form
https://escholarship.mcgill.ca/


 Open access review:
 Will review your list of publications and will let you know which versions 

can be made open

 Journal policy analysis
 Will review a list of journals and will compare their open access policies 

and compliance with grants

 We'll take care of:
 Checking copyright permissions
 Handling embargos/publication delays

McGill eScholarship services:

How? Email jessica.lange@mcgill.ca  OR 
escholarship.library@mcgill.ca 

I also can present at 
meetings/seminars etc.

mailto:jessica.lange@mcgill.ca
mailto:escholarship.library@mcgill.ca


 No.
 "Closed" systems that require a login
 No preservation mechanisms
 Many copyright agreements don't permit posting (even the accepted 

manuscript!)

Are ResearchGate or Academia.edu open access 
repositories?

Same for personal websites --> posting to your website does NOT meet grant 
agency open access requirements 



What about subject/preprint repositories?

 Great for connecting with your discipline

 Quick dissemination of research

 Typically permitted and does not count as 'prior publication'
 Although it varies, it's worthwhile to check first. 

 However, it varies if they meet Tri-Agency/FRQ OA policies. 
 For example:

 Some require a login

 Some only permit uploading the preprint version

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_academic_publishers_by_preprint_policy


Repository Subject area(s) Permits accepted 
manuscripts?

arXiv Physics, Math, Computer Science, 
Electrical Engineering etc.

Yes. 

AgEcon Agricultural and Applied Economics Yes. 

bioRxiv Biology No. Only accepts preprints. 

EartharXiv Earth sciences No. Only accepts preprints. 

engrXiv Engineering Yes.

medRxiv Health sciences No. Only accepts preprints.

MLA Commons: 
CORE

Humanities Yes.

PubMed Central Health sciences Yes* but doesn't allow individuals 
to upload. 

SocArXiv Social Sciences Yes.

SSRN Social Sciences, Law Not technically 'open', requires a 
login.

Example of subject/preprint repositories

https://arxiv.org/
https://ageconsearch.umn.edu/
https://www.biorxiv.org/
https://eartharxiv.github.io/index.html
https://engrxiv.org/
https://www.medrxiv.org/
https://mla.hcommons.org/core/
https://mla.hcommons.org/core/
https://pubmed-ncbi-nlm-nih-gov.proxy3.library.mcgill.ca/
https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv
https://www.ssrn.com/index.cfm/en/


How can I know the policies before I submit?

1. Sherpa/Romeo
 Database of publisher policies
 https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/

 Tip! Includes links to the relevant materials on the publisher websites.

2. Ask me

1. Send me a list of journals you regularly publish in and I'll check their 
policies

Publisher Websites

https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/


 What about open data? 
 McGill has data services to help researchers navigate open data. 
 See our research data services website.  
 Contact also rdm.library@mcgill.ca 

FAQs

https://libraryguides.mcgill.ca/researchdatamanagement 

https://www.mcgill.ca/library/services/data-services/sharing
mailto:rdm.library@mcgill.ca
https://libraryguides.mcgill.ca/researchdatamanagement


Questions? 



Feedback
https://mcgill.ca/x/oRF 

https://mcgill.ca/x/oRF


Jessica Lange (she, her, hers)

Scholarly Communications Librarian

jessica.lange@mcgill.ca

     0000-0002-4733-8565

Contact

mailto:Jessica.lange@mcgill.ca
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-4733-8565
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